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Commercial Offer 
The automatic machine for sale of drinks in KOLAMAT 
banks 
Thanks to the compact dimensions it can be established in transport (a car, railway) 
and in the room or on the street! The patented system of delivery of cans allows to 
do it most conveniently and protects the automatic machine from unauthorized 
access to an item! The automatic machine can be equipped with the refrigeration 
unit! Food can be carried out both from network, and from the built-in accumulator! 
The case of the automatic machine is stylized in the form of a vertical column 

 
Is included in the basic package: 

- The case anti-vandal floor execution, from steel of 1.5 mm covered thermo - 
water-resistant paint (it is standard: white, invoice: luster) 
- Cut loadings of drinks to 200 pieces, aluminum jars 0.33-0.5l., plastic bottles of 
0.5 m 
- Touch multimedia display 32" with acoustics 
 

Dimensions: H*W*D-1950*800*350mm (size of foundation of H*W-800*500mm) 
Weight without loading: 115 kg 
Food: 220B of alternating current, 12B or 24B of a direct current 
Item type: aluminum jars of 0.33 l - 0.5 l (with a diameter up to 63 mm), plastic 
bottles of 0.5 l (with a diameter up to 63 mm) 
Loading of an item: 2 types of drink, 200 pieces 
Delivery of an item: one tray below under both drinks 

 

Automatic machine cost in a basic complete set – 270,000 rubles 
 

Additional options 

Painting in individual color 

(Are established at the request of the customer and increase to basic cost): 

1,000 rubles. 
Webcam 6,000 rubles. 
ICT A7 bill acceptor (boxing of 400 notes) 16,000 rubles 
The coin acceptor EU9 (without delivery delivery) 4,000 rubles 
The coin acceptor with delivery of delivery of ICT CC6100 23,000 rubles 
Refrigeration unit 10,000 rubles 
Acquiring of PAX D200 25,000 rubles 
 

The term of production of the automatic machine is 20-30 working days 
* Cost is specified without VAT in connection with application by the Supplier of a simplified tax system. 

** Terms of delivery: delivery to the buyer is carried out by transport company by forces and means of the buyer 


